Smoke and Smoke Receiver come paired out of the box so you should only need to do this when replacing or adding Receivers.

How to sync:
• With Smoke Receiver powered off press and hold the power button for 8 seconds until “SYNC” appears on the screen.
• Now that Smoke Receiver is in SYNC mode, make sure Smoke is powered on.
• Press and hold the button for 6 seconds on Smoke. The display should read “SYNC”.
• After pairing, Smoke Receiver should then display “END”.
• Smoke will flash “SYNC” for a total of 10 seconds, then flash “END”.
• At this time Smoke and Smoke Receiver are now paired.

NOTE: To sync multiple Smoke Receivers to one base, please follow the steps above on one Receiver at a time. Putting Smoke into Sync mode will not disable or interfere with previously synced receivers.

Go to www.thermoworks.com/smoke for additional product information and more tips for use.